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Politics in States and Communities is distinguished by its focus on politics, its comparative

approach, its concern with explanation, its interest in policy, and its focus on conflicts in states and

communities and the structures and processes designed to manage conflict. Ã‚Â  Several themes

are carried on throughout the book that emphasize the importance of politics at the state and

community level including the Ã¢â‚¬Å“conflict managementÃ¢â‚¬Â• theme which emphasizes the

sources and nature of conflict in society, how key decision makers act in conflict situations, and how

Ã¢â‚¬Å“politicosÃ¢â‚¬Â• emerge and determine Ã¢â‚¬Å“who gets what.Ã¢â‚¬Â•  Ã‚Â  An equally

important theme is that states and communities in America play an important role in the political life

of the nation. This text illustrates that state and local governments do more than merely provide

certain services such as education, road building, or fire protection. They also perform a vital

political function by helping to resolve conflicts of interest in American society. Ã‚Â  This book

includes multiple instructional features designed to provide timeliness and relevance, to capture

readers&#39; attention and interest, to involve students interactively with political questions, and to

aid in the study of state and local politics. While the instructional features should aid in teaching

state and local politics, the text material is not Ã¢â‚¬Å“dumbed down.Ã¢â‚¬Â• It still includes the

most important research by scholars in the field.
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Considering this book was supposed to be in "great condition" I'd say if I had to sum up my first



reaction I would describe it as "eww.." or maybe a subtle "..yuck". The book itself (the pages) seem

to be in ok condition but the cover has some serious wear not to mention tear, oh and did I mention

the corners are a nice jet black? So yea, gross.I haven't read the book itself yet as I am afraid of

touching it BUT I really needed it for my class (which it was a week late for btw).Will update later

regarding content if appropriate.

I purchased this book as a NEW item which would mean that it would show up at my house in

plastic with a code to access mypoliscilab.com. This was not the case, the book showed up without

the code and the book was not in plastic which means it was clearly NOT NEW!! The package my

book was in was clearly opened and re-taped closed to put the icing on the cake!

used for college, what else can I say

Was required for a class. It was an okay book, with a lot of information, I just got bored with it fairly

quickly.

The book is useful enough, easy to read, and relates well to everyday life. Nothing to complain

about, just nothing to get excited about either.I suppose that's somewhat the case for most college

textbooks.

Although this textbook was used it was perfectly usable for the intended purpose. The rental on this

book was very reasonable considering the price of purchasing one.

Don't know if this was a new copy or not it was in new condition when I received the text book.

Fundamental for my studies this copy was in fine condition, thank you.

I received a 1969 Gloucester County College library edition book, not the up to date 14th edition

politics in states and communities that I need and ordered for my class. Everything in this hardcover

edition is way out of date and can not be used. The IBS # that I ordered is not for what was sent.
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